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if you are thinking about connecting to your own
modem or router, you have a couple of options. the
first is to find out your router's ip address and then
use it to connect to the modem. this is a problem

because it will not work, because the modem has a
different ip address. but there is a simple solution.
you can port scan your ip address and then use the
port number to connect to the modem. to explain
how this works, i'll connect using port 2701. this is
because for the purposes of this explanation, i am

using my modem's ip address, which is 192.168.1.8.
the modem will assign you a number of ports.
typically, it will assign you a couple hundred of

them. the one you use is the lowest port number for
which you have control over that port. doing online

shopping you will surely get many discounts &
benefit, so its not just that you get discount, you get
good quality services also. you do not get any such
service on google. so here in this article i have tried
to explain the best things that you get on amazon.

here you can get the benefits of online shopping in a
better way. the quality of products you will get here
is very good compared to amazon, amazon does not

have all the types of products that amazon has.
here you can buy the best product, the one which
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you can not find in the shops and you can get the
product easily also. pushpa movie download in

telugu (full movie) hd 1080p 480p 720p goldmines
telefilms pvt ltd & mythri movie makers presents

pushpa. written and directed by sukumar. produced
by naveen yerneni, manish shah and y. ravi shankar

of mythri movie makers in association with
muttamsetty media, the film stars allu arjun, fahadh

faasil and rashmika mandanna, dhanunjay, rao
ramesh,suneel, anasuya bharadwaj & ajay ghosh.
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